Slaughter 3: The Rebels
The trilogy comes to an end and reaches its peak of evolution.
This time you can assemble a team and control any character. The characters will unlock as you'll advance in the game.
The story so far:
A city hidden from the rest of the world.

For years it had been used as a massive prison complex, where all the most dangerous criminals were sentenced for life to be kept locked away in forever. Thousands of thieves, thugs, and killers festering in their anger and rage, wanted to break free.

Now, the prison’s walls have fallen…

The entire complex has been overrun by the enraged criminals. All personnel and security were slaughtered, and local inhabitants forced to flee to the nearby woods.

You alone are left, soldier! Your partner has gone missing and communication with them was lost. To survive this lawless uprising you’ll need to be tough and prepared.
Arm yourself with the best weapons, recruit allies, and find a way to escape this chaos.
Gameplay:
As in previous games in the series, the game has a story mode and arena mode. In this part, free mode is also added. The player is provided with a small city for exploring, searching for new weapons and battles with enemies.
But essentially Slaugher remains the same meaty and fun shooter.
Graphics and optimization:
This time the visuals was pulled to a new level. Every material is bump-mapped and has variable roughness. Also added some implimentation of SSR (reflections) to complete the picture.
As for optimisation: the game can be played on almost all devices with 1GB of ram and higher. Even potato ones can run this game (on lower settings, of course).

Game features:
+ A wide variety of enemies, each of which needs its own approach.
+ Many different types of weapons.
+ Interaction with partners. Equip a team and improve your skills.
+ The story campaign is filled with characters, dialog, and plenty of
dark humor.
+ Arena mode. Hold out for as long as possible, destroying waves of enemies.
+ Explore a city full of dangers, secrets, and trials.
+ Rich and detailed graphics.
+ Optimized for modern as well as old devices.
+ Simple controls giving complete freedom of action.

Trailer: https://youtu.be/VUA4vmRJ_H4

AppStore: https://apps.apple.com/us/app/slaughter-3-the-rebels/id1477104304
GooglePlay: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.venomizedArt.SlaughterRebels

